We’re
targeting

CEOs.
Pete Cashmore
Mashable

Indra Nooyi
PepsiCo

Oprah Winfrey
Oprah Winfrey Network

Jessica Alba &
Nick Vlahos
The Honest Company

Ed Bastian
Delta Airlines

Bert ‘Tito’ Beveridge
Tito’s Handmade Vodka

Specifically those with…
✅ Big social followings
✅ Personal connections to kids’ causes

“Corporate giving often changes when a new executive rises
to the top. Companies often argue that their contributions
make business sense, even if they also clearly play to a chief
executive's interests.”
— The New York Times
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National Philanthropic Trust

Children’s cancer
and adult cancer
are not the same.
“AML in younger patients and AML in older patients
are entirely distinct diseases. It’s almost like
comparing breast cancer to colon cancer.”
— Soheil Meshinchi, MD, PhD,
Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research

But biotech &
pharmaceutical
companies often
treat them as such.
“In many instances, drugs are developed in an adult
setting and then ‘retrofitted’ to the childhood setting.”
— Clinical Research and Trials
“Since 1980, only 4 new treatments have been
approved specifically for children's cancer.”
— CureSearch

CONTEXT
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So it’s no surprise current
treatments are actually
pretty toxic to kids.
“60% of children who survive cancer suffer late-effects,
such as infertility, heart failure and secondary cancers.”
— CureSearch

INSIGHT
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We'll target CEOs with
a provocative symbol to highlight
how ridiculous — and ultimately,
harmful — this method of treatment
development is for kids.

CREATIVE STRATEGY
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INTRODUCING:

LAUNCH
We’ll create Tiny-tini, a new pre-mixed
cocktail brand for kids — the perfect
controversial symbol to illustrate the
problem with giving an adult cocktail (of
medication) to children.
We’ll develop a limited number of child-sized
bottles to send to CEOs on Giving Tuesday,
encouraging them to share on social and
join our mission to develop better
treatments specifically for kids.

THE IDEA
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Cocktail Bar

ACTIVATING AT DAVOS
LAUNCH

We’ll install a Tiny-tini cocktail bar pop-up
at WEF in Davos — reaching the largest
captive audience of business leaders and
decision makers..

THE IDEA
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SUSTAINING ON INTERNATIONAL CHILDHOOD CANCER DAY

THE WORLD’S MOST EXPENSIVE COCKTAIL AUCTION
After we send most of our stock directly to CEOs, we’ll announce a charity auction
for the last remaining bottle to the broader business community.

LINKEDIN DIGITAL
We’ll create a business profile for our fake cocktail brand, inviting CEOs to
connect with us.
SUSTAIN
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Why it works

Targets
corporate
decision-makers.

PR-105-041

Differentiates
CureSearch from
a crowded field.

Appeals to broad
media for
bigger reach.

What success
looks like
Donations
CEO Delivery: 2M
Auction: 1.5M
Pop-up: 1M
LinkedIn: 500k
Total amount raised:

$5M
Reach
Media: 15-20M impressions
Social: 10-15M impressions
Total Reach:

25-35M
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Budget & timeline
Activity & Budget

SEPT

OCT

NOV

PREP

JAN

FEB

Media pitching:

APR

MAY

Distribute
bottles to
CEOs
Giving
Tuesday 12/1

Media pitching:

Cocktail Auction
In Kind

MAR
SUSTAIN

LAUNCH

Product design & production

CEO Bottle Drop
$100,000

DEC

Auction

International
Childhood
Cancer Day 2/15

Auction coordination
Media pitching:

Davos Pop-Up
$250,000

Pop-up prep

Davos popup
1/26
Media pitching:

LinkedIn
$150,000

TOTAL: $500k
PR-105-041

Tiny-tini, Inc.
profile launch
International
Childhood
Cancer Day 2/15

CEO LinkedIn campaign

